RUGBY REFEREES - INJURY MANAGEMENT
by Greg Hinton
Injury Management for Rugby Referee’s
Rugby Referees by virtue of the game being a physical activity at some stage will be exposed to an “injury”. The
Concise Oxford Dictionary classifies an “injury” as “Wrongful action or treatment; harm; damage”. Injuries
mean far more to an active athlete than the brief definition noted in the Oxford Dictionary. Injuries mean
physical trauma or damage, but they can also represent frustration and psychological trauma. The
disappointment of having to reduce or stop training and Refereeing can cause greater discomfort and damage
than the pain of the actual injury. In addition there is the realism that there is a significant financial cost
associated with sports injuries.
Referee’s have an exposure to two main categories of injury management. The first is the management of injury
to either a participant or spectator of a game. The Referee is likely to be one of the first, if not the first person
arriving at the site of an injury. Exposure to a Player / Spectator injury may vary from a bruised ego to a major
trauma where a person has stopped breathing. One area which is particularly relevant to Referee’s is the injury
to a Player who may have been knock unconscious and require immediate attention. The most effective way for
any Referee to manage such a situation is to be prepared by way of some form of preparation and training.
Bodies such as Sports Medicine Australia offer courses suitable for dealing with the management of injuries.
The second category and the focus of this paper is the management of injuries directly relating to Referee’s as a
participant of a sporting activity. Referee’s as with anyone who is involved in any regular sporting endeavour
will be exposed to injury and the management of their injuries. Formal awareness in the form of training in
Sports Medicine or First Aid can greatly benefit a Referee. Sports injuries can often be prevented by
ascertaining how and why injuries occur. Focusing on awareness, many injuries take longer to heal than they
should because of a lack of early, or poor treatment. Identifying and understanding the cause is critical in
effective management, treatment and prevention of sports injuries. Referee’s as a body are not unique in
exposure to specific injuries and accordingly tend to suffer from injuries common among many groups who
participate in activities which require significant amounts of running, while not acknowledged for a great deal of
upper body movement.

Injuries
There are two types of injuries that occur in sport, trauma and overuse injuries. Trauma injuries are those that
occur as an incident, such as contact with a player, torn muscle, torn ligament etc. Overuse injuries are caused as
a result of cumulative trauma - small amounts of tissue damage occurring over time. In the case of overuse
injuries the body does not adequately repair or recover from the individual trauma’s. Forms of Tendonitis are
common examples of overuse injuries.
Three terms which are commonly used when describing different types of injuries are:• Soft Tissue are injuries to muscles, tendons and ligaments.
• Acute are those which are recent or first time injuries.
• Chronic are injuries that have occurred repeatedly or are long term.
Why do injuries occur ?
Sporting injuries occur for one or more of the following four reasons:• Contact : While Refereeing is not regarded as a contact sport, there is the potential for contact while training
(group) and during a game. The risk of collision with another participant or a structure (fence or post) is not
high but is an accepted risk of Refereeing. While it is difficult to prepare for and avoid an imminent impact /
contact, it is possible to undertake prior preparation and training to ensure the minimal effect will result from
such an incident. Training to be stronger, faster and more agile may provide the edge required to avoid the
contact, resistance of the force, or reduce the damage.
• Intrinsic Dysfunction : Intrinsic dysfunction are internal to the body and result in injury. Trauma and overuse
injuries are both intrinsic. A sprain or muscle tear may occur as a result of poor flexibility or poor
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coordinated contraction of the muscle, these are examples of intrinsic dysfunction. Biomechanical problems
are all intrinsic dysfunction problems, eg tight or weak muscles poor structure.
• Extrinsic Dysfunction : This refers to external factors which result or contribute to injury, such as the type of
footwear and the type of training surface. Wearing poor quality or incorrect footwear will contribute to
injury, as will training on an incorrect / not suitable surface (constant running on concrete or bitumen).
• Training Error : The most common cause of overuse injuries is errors in training - training too much, too
hard, not enough or simply poor planning. Preparation is required when any athlete is to undertake prolonged
activity, such as Refereeing a game of Rugby - it is a matter of planning and gradually increasing ability to
the required level of skill and performance.
Injuries often develop as a result of a combination of the four potential causes. When developing a program for
the management and prevention of injuries it is important to identify the causes and take into account any effect
of outside influences. Weather conditions are an outside influence to be considered - cold days will effect
flexibility (limit) and will require prolonged warm-up, hot days may increase the potential for fatigue therefore
increased potential for injury. Skill level should also be considered when developing a management program performing to a standard suitable to the skill level of the Referee / athlete is paramount, performance must be
within an achievable range.
Specific Injuries.
Specific types of injuries which are common to athletes who are primarily runners (including Rugby Referee’s)
are overuse injuries of the lower limbs and back problems (spine). The age, occupation, and past sporting history
of Referees should be considered when evaluating the potential for injury and any management plan to minimise
exposure to injury. In addition to theses factors, the non-specific training methods of Rugby Referees tend to
contribute significantly to the likelihood of injury. Referees on average, tend to be post 30, spend considerable
time sitting / driving a vehicle (as with most people), often have participated in sporting activities (including
contact sports), and tend not to have a training program specific to the needs of the individual or the sport - all
contributing to the likelihood of injury.
Lower Limb Overuse Injuries
Overuse injuries are usually caused as a direct result of cumulative trauma or damage to the lower limb during
activity and that trauma does not adequately repair between sessions (either training or Refereeing). Overuse
injuries generally follow four stages:1.
2.
3.
4.

Pain after exercise
Pain with warm-up and after exercise
Pain during exercise and at rest
Degeneration and Rupture

Overuse injuries that are diagnosed and treated while at stages 1 and 2 usually cause minimal disruption to the
athletes ability to exercise. At level 3 an injury usually requires prolonged rest or a significant reduction in
workload (therefore effecting the ability of the Referee to either train or Referee). At stage 4 an injury will
require complete rest, immobilisation and possibly surgery. It is therefore very important to react quickly to any
potential problem by consulting a qualified person and immediately manage the injury.
Acknowledgment of injury, accurate diagnosis (quickly), consultation with a professional (sports Doctor,
Physiotherapist or Paediatrist), the implementation of a suitable / specific program, the receipt of specialist care
and the prevention of recurrence are all steps in effectively dealing with overuse injuries, whether lower limb or
other areas of the body.
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Some common overuse injuries of the lower limbs:INJURY
Shin Soreness

PAIN SITE
postero-medial
antero-lateral tibia

Achilles Tendonitis

lower calf, achilles

Patella Tendonitis

anterior knee below patella

ITB friction syndrome

lateral knee

Retro-patella pain

anterior knee under/ medial patella

Plantar Fasciitis

under heel
sole of foot

COMMON CAUSAL FACTOR
breakdown of various structures
poor foot mechanics
incorrect footwear
tight calf
overtraining or poor surface
tight calf
poor eccentric calf strength
poor foot mechanics / shoes
training error
tight rectus femoris
poor eccentric quadriceps control
overtraining, poor warm-up
tight ITB
poor hip control
poor foot mechanics / shoes
tight ITB and lateral quadriceps
poor control quads
poor foot / hip control
breakdown of plantar fascia
tight calf
poor calf control
poor foot mechanics / shoes
overtraining

Knee injuries often have a biomechanical cause. Degeneration, hamstring strain, problems associated with the
lack of calf and neural flexibility all contribute to and elevate the potential for knee injuries. To minimise
exposure to knee injuries the biomechanics of the hip, knee and foot must be made effective by means of
stretching, strengthening, and correct footwear. The knee is required at times to work under considerable stress,
it is therefore important to have an effective management program, including training programs for flexibility,
strength and technique.
The most common of all ankle injuries are the sprains. Ankle sprains tend to be caused by impact as a result of
sudden exertion of load on the joint. The lateral ligaments (anterior and posterior talo-fibular and calcaneofibular) are more commonly sprained than the medial ankle ligament (deltoid) due to the structure of the ankle
and the fact that the lateral ligaments tend to be weaker than the medial ligament. With the ankle there is greater
potential for movement into inversion than eversion equating to greater potential for lateral ligament damage.
Shin pain does not necessarily equate to a problem with the shin. Shin pain is generally caused by either a lack
of flexibility or a mechanical imbalance. In both cases the most effective means of reducing the potential for
shin pain / injury is to adhere to an effective management program, including the early diagnosis of any
mechanical problems and constant maintenance by way of adequate training programs.
Foot injuries are generally caused by poor flexibility, mechanical problems, exercising on poor surfaces and or
by wearing incorrect footwear. Diagnosis of any injury, including foot injuries is paramount to any injury
management program which will resulting in recovery. Consultation with a Medical practitioner and or a
Paediatrist will greatly assist with the diagnosis of any foot injury and the implementation of a management
program.
Structural / Spine injuries
The nemesis of the modern world - how many people do you know with some degree of back / spine problem ?
While the spine is the base structure / support for our body, is very strong and mobile, it is also susceptible to
damage. Placing the spine in poor positions, particularly while exercising (greater exertion of force) will lead to
structural injuries. The two most common forms of spine injuries are to the invertebral discs and to the facet
joints.
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The invertebral discs are the buffers and pivots for spinal movement. Invertebral discs consist of an outer section
made of firm fibrous tissue and a nucleus which is a semi-liquid substance. The semi-liquid nucleus is the shock
absorber and the outer section provides the structure for correct invertabral movement. Disc damage generally
occurs during either flexion or rotation of the spine. The radiation of pain from either the leg or buttock may also
be the cause of disc injury.
Facet joints are formed by the superior and inferior articulating facets of each vertebrae. The two facet joints
which occur between each vertebrae function as a guide to spinal movement and vary in shape from cervical
vertebrae to the lumbar spine. Extension to the lumber spine under load is the most likely time of injury. While
only small facet joints are susceptible to sprains, as with joints such as ankles. A posteriorly tilted pelvis in
combination with trunk flexion will stress the disc, particularly if combined with rotation.
Pelvic tilt is a key factor in exposure to spinal injury. Pelvic control is paramount to minimising the potential for
injury by means of controlling the structure - obtaining the optimum position for exercise. Pelvic control can be
obtained through abdominal and gluteal muscle strength and good flexibility of the muscles attached to the
pelvis. Hamstrings, hip flexors and gluteals are all key muscles to pelvic stability.
Many Referee’s suffer from a lack of pelvic stability and therefore perform exercise with poor technique and
structure exposing the athlete to greater potential for injury. Poor pelvic stability also has a negative effect on
performance, the greater the correct pelvic strength, the better the technique, the better the performance.
Referees as part of any injury management and training program should strive to develop strength and flexibility
around the pelvis. Pelvic stability can be obtained by regular maintenance - a few minutes per day, with
consideration to posture will provide significant improvement and reduced chance of injury. Flexibility and
strength work on all abdominal areas will greatly assist with pelvic stability. First obtain a knowledge of correct
technique, work on all areas of abdominal strength and range of movement through flexibility, then this will
significantly contribute to establishing pelvic stability. Pelvic stability is then paramount to increasing the ability
of the Referee to use specialised skills, such as specific training techniques, sprint drills etc. The age and
medical history of an individual should be taken into account when planning a management program, preferably
in consultation with a qualified person.

Injury Prevention
Prevention v’s Cure.
Why wait for an injury to occur, surely it is better to ensure that an injury does not occur - thereby alleviating the
unnecessary costs (financial, physical and psychological) associated with an injury. The primary focus of all
Referees should be to minimise injuries and ensure that peak condition is maintained. Planning and preparation
are key factors in achieving the goal. Muscle imbalances, inflexibility and weight problems will all contribute to
injuries and should therefore be targeted in the “off-season” before the athlete is bound by the demands of the
season. A training program focused exclusively to the individual should be sought following consultation with a
professional person who can identify any potential or current problems. The specific training program should
target the needs and inefficiencies of the individual Referee, not a complete group or association of Referees.
Before injuries can develop, initially or intensify, a Referee must accept reality and treat either the potential
cause or the injury. The time and effort taken to adhere to a suitable injury management program will reduce
exposure to injury and minimise the potential of chronic injury. The “off-season” is a time available to Referees
to plan against and or to recover from injuries. Acceptance of an injury or the potential for injury must be made
before progression can be made to rectifying the situation. It is particularly important for a Referee to accept the
requirements of any injury management program regardless of the immediate consequences. It is better to forego
Refereeing or training voluntarily for a limited period, than to ignore a problem and suffer extended constraints.
When developing a program for the prevention of injury all aspects of the Referee must be taken into account;
including diet, attitude, past history of injury, lifestyle, occupation, physical structure, training etc. Every
Referee is an individual and accordingly requires individual attention. The degree of analysis of the Referee will
ultimately effect the ability of the Referee to optimise performance. To obtain optimal performance a Referee
requires complete monitoring, from diet through to type of footwear. Injuries are an inhibitor to optimum
performance and must be prevented rather than cured. In the modern world of sport, the cost of not having a
Referee available to perform at an optimal level is increasing to become economic - it costs dollars and cents.
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Knowledge
Understanding the causes and contributing factors to injuries is useless to prevention without application. The
knowledge of “how” and “why” must be applied to ensure injuries do not occur. Referees generally train as
individuals and are not normally exposed to a “Coach” or “trainer”. Fortunately exposure to trained personnel is
gradually increasing, as with the knowledge of Referees to training and injury management. Education of
Referees as a group on injury management must be a priority both now and in the future. Referees as with all
athletes must gain a greater understanding of their own individual requirements for injury management, both
pre- and post- injury, as well as the requirements of the sport.
Specific screening of Referees in the form of medical and biomechanical components examining the structure
and function of the individual is important to identifying problem areas. The time and cost involved in screening
Referees, particularly at the “elite” level, is a cost effective exercise when the knowledge is then used to
formulate a specific management program which will effectively minimise the potential for injury. To establish
the knowledge greater work is required to establish the demands of Refereeing Rugby. Current knowledge
allows for the assessment of an individual Referee but little work has been done to establish the demands of the
sport on Referees.
Training
Training error is a common cause of injury. Establishing an effective training program will provide benefits in
both performance and injury prevention. A program should consist of individual training sessions formulated
into a complete plan, including goals. An individual training session should include a warm-up, specific exercise
of an appropriate level (consistent with individual goals and the demands of Refereeing) and a warm-down. The
warm-up is preparing the body for exercise and should be specific to the exercise phase of the training session,
including flexibility work. The specific requirements of the training session should be defined in relation to
requirement, such as sprint training, endurance etc. The warm-down should also included flexibility work, a
warm-down will aid recovery and reduce exposure to overuse injuries.
Referees at an “elite” level require greater attention to a long term training plans, but all Referees should still
formulate a long term plan for training. Setting goals will assist in planning ahead and structuring training to suit
specific needs, allowing for gradual increases in intensity, frequency and duration. Training plans can be as
simple or complex as required by the individual. To obtain the set goals, whether simple or complex, training
programs should be followed by the Referee, with consideration given to changes in circumstance and
reassessment of goals.
Footwear
Overuse injuries of the lower limbs are often attributed to problems with foot functioning. Few people have the
perfect foot, in fact there are many variations which cannot economically be considered by companies
manufacturing footwear. While the best endeavours may be made by Footwear companies to satisfy customer
requirements, the variance in requirements dictates that not all will be satisfied. Different shoes have different
degrees of shock absorption, control, shape, durability and style. While it may be important for some people to
have the best looking footwear, it is far more important to have footwear which is not harmful to your foot.
Shoes need to be comfortable and satisfy the individual characteristics of the foot. A pronated (flat) foot requires
greater control, where a supinated (high arch) foot requires greater shock absorption. Few people take the time
and outlay the cost of consulting a specialised professional who can assess and prescribe the correct footwear for
their needs. Many people spend considerable time and money buying expensive (and possibly unnecessary)
shoes and then fixing a problem / injury that could have possibly been avoided by correct care. When assessing
the requirement for footwear consideration should also be given to the type and demands of the activity, and the
type of surface, eg training on hard surfaces may require shoes with greater absorption.
Prevention.
Strapping susceptible joints and or previously injured joints may help prevent new or additional injury. There is
no doubt that strapping provides some mechanical support and increases the body’s awareness of the area, which
aids in co-ordination and control. Correspondingly there is some debate as to the long term effectiveness of
some forms of strapping. There have been indications that some material used when strapping a joint may lose
its effectiveness part way into exercise and not protect the joint for the full required period. Strapping is still a
useful preventative measure for minimising exposure to injury.
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Rest & Recover.
All Referees, as with all athletes, whether training or Refereeing a game require adequate rest following
exercise. Exercise causes some form of damage, usually superficial, to soft tissues (muscles) and usually the
greater the exercise load, the greater the potential damage. To minimise exposure to overuse injuries adequate
rest and rehabilitation is required as part of any injury management program. Training is required to increase
performance to a level required by an individual to Referee at a specified level. Rest is required to allow the
muscles time to recover from previous exercise and should be combined with flexibility work to ensure optimum
benefit is obtained by muscles. Muscle strength will be maximised post-exercise through a combination of rest
and stretching.
Returning prematurely from an injury is a common and damaging problem. A forced break is very frustrating to
a keen Referee and accordingly the temptation is to continue activity either by training or by Refereeing. The
loss of fitness or “the big Game” may seem out of the question, but is the only realistic long term option.
Incomplete rehabilitation often leads to poor technique, restricted movement, limping , in many cases poor
performance, and most importantly further injury. The sensible option is to look at long term gains for short term
discomforts, take the required rest and fully recover from injury.

Injury Care - Soft Tissue
It is unlikely that a Referee would have to initially tend to a personal hard tissue injury, eg a bone or joint injury.
Soft tissue injuries are most likely to require immediate personal attention from a Referee. Soft tissues are
Muscles, Tendons, Ligaments and less common are joint tissues and fatty tissues. It is the effectiveness of the
initial and immediate management of a soft tissue injury that will determine how quickly and well the injury will
repair.
The types of soft tissue injuries that are likely to be experienced are the Acute : bruises (bleeding of soft tissue),
sprains (tearing of ligament fibres surrounding a joint) and strains ( tearing of muscle fibres), Overuse
(inflammation of soft tissue caused by repetitive movement over a period of time) and Recurrent ( recurring
acute injury which may have a weakness or not properly healed). When an injury occurs the following using
happens; damage to a tissue, bleeding at the injury site, formation of a blood clot, swelling of the injured area,
pain at the injury site and potential for further injury in the initial management of the injury is not correct.
Inflammation of an injury adopts four phases: the release of chemical irritants (causing pain), the number of
white blood cells dramatically increase in the localised area (removing damaged tissue and providing a suitable
environment for repair), new tissue is produced ( by proteins such as collagen and fibrin) and the final phase is
the remodelling stage (strengthening of the new tissue). The time taken for completion of the four phases may
take anywhere between two weeks and nine months, subject to the individual, the type injured tissue and the
degree of trauma.
It is paramount that immediate first aid is applied during the first two phases of inflammation, thereby
minimising the extent of the injury and aid the healing process. The process of RICE is the means best employed
to assist with the immediate management of a soft tissue injury. To assist the body to recover no HARM should
be experienced during the period of injury.
Rest
Ice
Compression
Elevation
H
A
R
M

-

Heat ( such as sauna, spa, hot showers and hot liniment rubs)
Alcohol (aids bleeding which increases swelling)
Running (rest is required to ensure injury has time to repair)
Massage (aids bleeding and increases swelling)
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Psychology
The cost of an injury cannot always be measured in tangible items. Injuries not only effect physical functioning
they can cause changes in; self-esteem, mood, performance, concentration, personality, and social functioning.
An understanding of the “meaning” of an injury to the individual can provide greater understanding as to why
there is acknowledgment of the debilitating aspects of the injury at a given time. A Referee may be able to
endure the acute pain of an injury during an important event, either training or a game, but then submit to lesser
pain during a less important event. Understanding the “meaning” of the injury may provide an indication as to
the response to the injury. Consideration is being given to the state of athletes at the time of injury, eg if an
athlete is under considerable pressure and performing poorly, would that person relish the opportunity to have a
break through injury (in this case injury would probably be readily accepted). The opposite can occur if an
athlete is keen to Referee and is restricted by injury, the psychological effect can be far more severe.
In older Referees injury can potentially mean the end of their career, the re-establishment of standing amongst
their peers, and or the irretrievable loss of a skill, eg speed, technique etc. The potential for psychological effect
is then sometimes greater in older participants due to the higher stakes. Insecurity in relation to a change of
position caused by injury can cause significant psychological effects to any Referee. While generally injuries are
considered to have negative psychological effect on athletes there can be positive points. The occurrence of an
injury may provide an opportunity to address underlying issues such as, a lack of fitness or an overweight
condition that may contribute to an injury. Injuries should be approached with a positive attitude focusing on
specific goals to achieve optimum improvement.
There have been reports which indicate that there is evidence that stress not only adversely effects performance
but can increase the likelihood of injury. It is thought that stress can lead to injury through its effect on arousal high arousal leads to reduced concentration, negative emotions, increased muscle tension, poor technique and
then injury. The use of Sports Psychologists is become more widely advocated in the modern sporting world.
The constant drive to reach optimum performance now utilises all available tools including psychological, both
to improve performance and to provide a complete personal management program, including injury.
Different people have different responses to the pain of an injury. Five pain groups have been identified Coping, Cognitive, Avoidance, Catastrophising, and Body Awareness. All categories represent different ways
that people cope with the pain of an injury. Some believe that attitude and outlook, stress control, social support,
goal setting, positive self-talk, mental imagery, and belief in treatment methods are the important factors in
recovering from injury. Self-motivation, pain tolerance, and hard work in relation to repairing injuries are
characteristics of individuals who are most likely to adhere to a specific rehabilitation program and therefore
benefit from the program.
Maladaptive coping is a destructive means of coping with injury. usually the individual will set unrealistic goals
for recovery, try to return prematurely, and resort to destructive mood states and actions (such as excessive
alcohol use). Adaptive coping is to use a positive approach to post-injury management by way of developing
strategies for successful recovery and maximising the available energy while bound by an injury.

Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation from injury requires a combination of techniques and the coordinated use of the techniques.
Athletes who suffer from an injury generally experience a change in psychological, psychological or anatomical
structure or function. To facilitate the successful rehabilitation of an athlete the following points should be
considered:• early referral
• good communication between all parties involved in the rehabilitation program
• clear description of restrictions / physical limitations
• revision of training program and availability to training
• provision for alternative interests / activities
• careful monitoring of progress, including regular updating of training etc subject to progress
• support
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Massage
Recovery from fatigue and assisting injury prevention are considered to be benefits of regular massage. Massage
is beneficial to injury prevention as a direct result of reducing soft tissue tightness, therefore increasing the range
of joint movement. Obtaining optimal movement range is beneficial in the prevention of both chronic and acute
injuries. It is thought that massage may have a positive effect on both the contractile elements of the muscle and
also the connective tissue framework. Regular massage (three times per week) combined with a suitable
stretching program may have positive effects on general muscle tightness and joint range of motion.
There are varying attitudes to combining massage and stretching, whether in the same session, separate sessions
or before / after massage. There is agreement that regular massage will assist in reducing muscle and connective
tissue tightness leaving muscles loose, pliable and relatively pain free. Improved muscle function, resilience to
fatigue and potential for damage are all potential benefits of massage. It has been suggested that reduced muscle
tightness can increase blood flow, which may id in the recovery from fatigue. Regular massage provides the
added advantage of early diagnosis of muscle tightness, allowing for specialised attention to any potential
problem. An effective injury management program should include a pro-active steps, such as specialised
stretching programs, regular massage and self massage which will hopefully result in reducing the incidence and
severity of potential soft tissue and associated injuries.

Flexibility
Stretching has become an integral part of most athletic endeavours, as a prelude to and post activity. Flexibility
has become widely accepted as an essential part of any conditioning program and is now accepted as a means of
avoiding injury and improving performance. Flexibility training while considered beneficial also has the
potential to cause significant injury if not performed correctly. As with any training activity it should be
approached within a specific program designed for the individual needs of the athlete and sport.
What is Flexibility ?
Flexibility is the total achievable excursion, within the limits of pain, of a body part through its potential range
of motion. Flexibility is the extensibility of periarticular tissues to allow normal or physiologic motion of a joint
or limb.
When training for greater flexibility it is important to consider laxity or stability of a joint. The laxity of the joint
will depend on its supporting structure, such as ligaments and bones. The aim of any flexibility training program
is to develop flexibility without causing injury or excessive joint laxity. A flexibility training program must
consider the potential range of “normal” motion of the joints involved. Flexibility has two primary components
stretching and mobilisation.
Stretching and Mobilisation.
Stretching is an activity which applies a potentially deforming force along the plane of linear motion of a joint. It
can be performed up to the limit of comfortable tension, without causing pain. Mobilisation is the application of
force along rotational planes of the joint. Mobilisation should be performed within the stability of the joint.
The joint structures as well as non-articular structures have a requirement to maintain optimum elasticity.
Optimum elasticity has an even greater significance to an injured athlete. It is a combination of these activities
for obtaining complete flexibility training.
Static and Dynamic Factors.
The determinants of normal joint mobility include both static and dynamic factors. Static factors are the type and
state of collagen subunits in the tissue, types of intervening tissue (ligaments, tendons, muscles), the presence or
absence of inflammation and the temperature of tissue. The dynamic factors include voluntary muscle control,
the length-tension of the muscle / tendon and the presence or absence of pain or inhibiting factors associated
with an injury.
The muscle / tendon unit is the most important target of flexibility training. It is the unit primary to motion and
must withstand forces far greater than the combined body weight exerted over a small area. It is therefore the
primary target of injury relating to a lack of flexibility. The muscle / tendon unit includes the muscle, its
supporting tissue, the tendon and its supporting tissue, the tendon / bone junction and the muscle / tendon
junction. All components require attention when dealing with a “stretch”. Muscle probably has the largest
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capacity for percentage lengthening in a stretch but must be balanced with all other integral components to
obtain optimum flexibility and thereby minimise injury.
Injury considerations.
The application of a flexibility program has been proven to minimise muscle injuries, such as muscle tears,
enhance performance, and assist with the rehabilitation of injuries. It has been proposed that there is a direct link
with major injuries, such as knee injuries in athletes with increased joint laxity and an increased incidence of
muscle tears in athletes with poor flexibility. Athletes with a previous joint injury or the presence of increased
joint laxity has a direct correlation to increased likelihood of a subsequent joint injury. Improved range of
motion equates to a decrease in the likelihood of muscle tears. It is also important to consider the correlation
between age and flexibility. The incidence of muscle tears and tendonitis dramatically increases with the age of
an athlete. The means by which an aging athlete can counter the likelihood of injury is through increased
flexibility training.
Methods of Stretching.
Stretching techniques include numerous options for improving flexibility. prevention of injury (warming-up),
treatment of specific joint injury, pain as an inhibitor on flexibility and muscle spasm all require modification of
the method of stretching. The requirement for a specific flexibility program must consider the needs of the
individual athlete - to obtain and maintain a level of flexibility conducive to the level of activity and required
range of movement.
Once a basic range of motion is achieved it is unnecessary to obtain progressive daily gains. The stretching
techniques used should be designed to optimise stretching of the target tissue while minimising stress on
vulnerable structures (generally knees and spine). There are generally considered to be four categories for
stretching options:Ballistic stretching is the rapid application of force in a repeated manner in a bouncing or jerking manoeuvre.
This type of technique is generally considered to be potentially harmful by causing injury, is relatively
inefficient and accordingly has become obsolete over the past decade.
Passive stretching is performed with a partner applying a stretch to a relaxed extremity. As with ballistic, this
technique has an increased risk of injury therefore limiting its usefulness. There must be good communication
between the training partners, with slow and sensitive application of pressure. This method is commonly used by
professionals (such as Physiotherapists) in training or therapy resulting in a reduction in the risk of injury.
Static stretching is the easiest and safest technique and is commonly used in combination with an athlete’s
warm-up and warm-down. Static stretching is adopting a position and then gradually stretch the body part and
then holding the position for a period of between 15 and 60 seconds. This method has the advantage of
decreasing muscular soreness after exercise. Caution must be taken as with all stretching injuries can occur if
performed incorrectly or in the presence of injury, such as joint instability.
Neuromuscular facilitation is a separate category of stretching techniques. Most of the methods used require a
partner, usually a trained professional and generally a sequence of “hold-relax” and “contract-relax” activities.
these stretches are commonly used for quadriceps, hamstrings, and achilles.
In addition to manipulating the neuromuscular system to improve flexibility, the thermal characteristics of
connective tissue can be utilised to improve flexibility. Warm-up exercises or conduction heat methods prior to
stretching assist to enhance the benefit obtained from the stretch and minimise the potential for injury. a
combination of passive, static and neuromuscular techniques should be utilised, with specific emphasis on target
areas and motion.
Training program.
The flexibility training program should be specific to the needs of the individual athlete. The program should be
designed with consideration to:• perform the program a minimum of 3 times per week in the off-season and every day during the season,
• perform a pre- and post activity routine which should equate to gains in flexibility,
• performed for a minimum of 20 minutes to ensure adequate gains,
• at an average of 5 repetitions for each motion with each target area,
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• the duration of “hold” on static stretches should be approximately 15 seconds for the first set and 30 seconds
for the last set,
• stretching and mobilisation techniques should be performed with care and attention to staying within safe
and effective guidelines, consider form / technique.
Flexibility after injury.
Regaining full flexibility of joints and soft tissues is an essential component of the rehabilitation process.
Following injury flexibility is decreased as a result of spasm of surrounding muscles. When inflammation, pain
and stiffness limit joint range of motion the normal extensibility of muscle/ tendon units cannot be maintained.
The result can be a dysfunctioning of adjacent joints and soft tissue causing further injury. following injury both
the joint and surrounding tissues must be gradually mobilised and stretched. Joint mobilisation is used to regain
full joint range of motion, stretching is used primarily to regain muscle/ tendon flexibility.
While injury and or inflammation decreases the range of joint motion, the associated pain leads to inhibition of
normal muscle function around the joint, and swelling caused increased pressure within the joint. In total the
process decreases the ability of the joint to move. as with flexibility, every athlete suffers from varying degrees
of joint stiffness following injury or immobilisation (in a cast or due to pain). To satisfy the individual needs of
the injured athlete a trained professional (doctor or physiotherapist) should designate the most relevant
rehabilitation program, including stretching and mobilisation.

Diet / Nutrition
A well balanced diet is required as part of any injury management program. The repair and maintenance of both
soft and hard tissues is dependant on the quality and quantity of a Referees diet. The repair of damaged tissue
will depend on the quality of available nutrients, such as proteins. A diet lacking in sufficient nutrients will
potentially result in slow and possibly poor repairs to an injury. The nutritional intake of an athlete should be
relevant to the type and quantity of exercise undertaken. An overweight athlete increases the potential for injury
through increased load during exercise. Weight should be maintained at level optimum for performance and
remain constant over an extended period. A quality diet should be an integral part of life and not a fad which is
tried periodically when trying to lose weight. A well balanced diet and adequate intake of suitable fluids prior to,
during and after exercise will reduce the potential for fatigue, dehydration and ultimately injury.

Summation
Injury management should be an integral part of all Referees programs. It is an extremely complex process
which involves many facets. Preparation against injury and the treatment of injuries is a constantly evolving
process, through the continual development of new techniques and methods. Injuries are extremely costly in
many ways and have the potential to disrupt or finish a career. The cost of injuries, particularly as Rugby enters
the professional arena, will demand that greater attention is given to minimising injuries rather than treating
injuries. Prevention is always better than cure.
The acceptance by Referees that prior planning and preparation will reduce the potential for injuries will
ultimately provide an environment and attitude conducive to obtaining the required goal - to reduce the number
of injuries. Referees as individuals have an obligation to their own well-being to ensure that all efforts are made
to consult all available resources to formulate a specific and total management plan. Injury management is a byproduct of striving to ensure optimum performance.
It is only through education that group and personal awareness of injury causes and contributing factors will
improve. Awareness then generates desire to further investigation into the specific needs of both individual
Referees and the sport. All Referees should, initially in consultation with a trained person, obtain a detailed
profile of their physical function and needs, and then use the findings to establish a firm management program
for their future physical development as a Referee.
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